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Pembroke College is among the oldest of  the 
constituent colleges of  the University of  Cambridge. 
Founded in 1347 following the granting of  a licence 
by Edward III to Marie de St Pol, the widow of  
the Earl of  Pembroke, the College has a long and 
distinguished history of  academic excellence and 
public service. Pembroke is proud to count Nobel 
Laureates, major poets, scientists, actors, sports stars 
and an ex-Prime Minister among its alumni, while 
Pembroke House, a charity funded by the College to 
carry out important work in disadvantaged areas of  
South London, has been in operation since 1885. 

OUR PROPOSALS IN CONTEXT
 
In 2010, Cambridge City Council published a 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for the Old 
Press/Mill Lane (OPML) area. Located in the historic 
core of  Cambridge, the OPML site comprises two 
urban blocks to the north and south of  Mill Lane and 
connects the collegiate spine of  Trumpington Street 
to one of  the few points of  public access to the River 

Cam.  The SPD set the framework for the development 
of  a masterplan aimed at regenerating the city quarter 
and provided guidance for future planning applications. 

It is vital to the future of  Pembroke that it continues 
to offer high-quality facilities and accommodation 
as befits a world-leading academic institution. The 
redevelopment of  the OPML site provides a once-
in-a-generation opportunity to achieve this objective. 
Following a very helpful public consultation on an 
OPML masterplan carried out by the colleges and the 
University, Pembroke is now ready to bring forward 
a detailed application for the site’s southern block, 
bounded by Mill Lane and Little St Mary’s Lane.
 
The College’s proposals are guided both by the original 
masterplan and considerable discussions with current 
council planners. They represent the first major step 
towards delivering its aims of  improving academic 
facilities, increasing the accessibility of  the area, 
and providing a new public performance venue.

OUR EXHIBITION 

Today’s exhibition provides an opportunity for local 
stakeholders and the wider community to understand 
and provide feedback on the College’s proposals. 
Once all feedback has been reviewed, we will prepare 
our final application for submission to the Council. 

We are pleased to welcome you to the exhibition and 
encourage you to fill in one of  the feedback forms 
provided or through our consultation website  
(www.pembroke-consultation.co.uk). Members 
of  the project team are also on hand and are 
happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Existing Pembroke College OPML masterplan area Pembroke Mill Lane site
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Pembroke College

Vision
The Future of Pembroke College
Pembroke is at a pivotal point in its history.  
Inter-disciplinary and cross-institutional research 
continue to gather pace and this, combined with 
the College’s pursuit of  continued academic 
excellence, means that it will need to provide 
for a growing College community as well as an 
increasing number of  visiting academics. 

Our proposals will allow Pembroke to realise the 
vision for an enhanced scholarly community on the 
south side of  Mill Lane, in direct connection with 
the College’s medieval site.  Above all, it is about our 
shared goal to create the best possible environment to 
attract the best minds here and nurture their excellence 
so that they can go out and change the world. 

The redevelopment of  the Mill Lane site will meet a 
long-held objective that the scholarly environment of  
Pembroke should be able to meet its academic ambition. 
With the generous gift from the Dolby family, it will 
provide new world class accommodation by replacing or 
redeveloping facilities that are no longer fit for purpose, 
and will enable the creation of  a new residential court 
and expansion into a number of  historically significant 
buildings on the west side of  Trumpington Street.

The redevelopment of  the Old Press/Mill Lane site 
also provides the College with a major opportunity to 
make the area more accessible to the local community 
through the creation of  new public facilities including 
a lecture and performance space, foyer and gallery.

This is an exciting time for Pembroke and the 
wider city. Together, the new and refurbished 
buildings will deliver a range of  versatile spaces 
and accommodation that will ensure Pembroke 
continues to develop as a focus of  intellectual and 
cultural excellence at the heart of  Cambridge. 

PHOTOS OF COLLEGE AND SITE

Existing Trumpington Street elevation (east) 

Aerial photo of  existing College

Aerial photo showing the existing site
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Delivering for future generations
While many colleges have annexes that can 
be some distance from their original site, the 
development of  Mill Lane gives Pembroke the rare 
opportunity to significantly expand the College 
boundaries within the historic city centre.

The new accommodation will attract the best 
students to Pembroke and give them the best 
possible environment in which to prosper.

The creation of  new administrative and teaching space 
on the Mill Lane site will also free up accommodation 
within the existing College, providing a combined 
increase of  around 130 rooms and allowing more 
students to remain close to the heart of  Cambridge. 

The site’s new and refurbished buildings will deliver:

Student accommodation 
n A new residential College Court 

Social and communal spaces
n Café within the refurbished Stuart House
n Reading and study spaces
n Common rooms
n Student recreational facilities 

Teaching and learning spaces
n Seminar and supervision rooms
n Spaces for visiting scholars and corporate partners
n Interactive digital learning environments

Collegiate spaces
n Offices for Fellows, administrators and senior staff
n Cycle storage for students and visitors
n Archival storage facilities 

Publicly accessible spaces
n New publicly accessible performance and 

lecture space within the refurbished Emmanuel 
United Reformed Church building 

n New public foyer building with supporting facilities
n New gallery space for Collegiate and public display
n A new gatehouse building on Trumpington Street 

providing a primary entrance to the Mill Lane site 
n New separate commercial retail/food 

and drink units in the Miller’s Yard and 
new building fronting Mill Lane

Landscape and public realm 
n New gardens and courtyards
n A new informal crossing that safely links the 

new development and the existing College

Ray & Dagmar Dolby Court Stuart House Emmanuel United 
Reformed Church

Gatehouse gallery, foyer Existing buildings

Proposed layout of  site
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The Mill Lane site will 
provide a range of  new 
facilities including residential, 
teaching, collegiate and public 
spaces that will effectively 
re-centre the communal 
focus of  the College across 
Trumpington Street. 

The Mill Lane site will build on the open and accessible 
ethos that has always characterised Pembroke; the 
College is one of  the few in Cambridge that allows 
public access for most of  the year, and the new spaces 
will continue that tradition. The redevelopment will 
play an important part in the wider site’s role as a 
renewed gateway to the city centre adjacent to one 
of  the key areas in which the city meets the river.
 
The welcoming social spaces, tranquil gardens and 
buildings providing high quality accommodation, 
teaching space and publicly accessible facilities 
are inspired by the character of  the older areas 
of  the College and can be seen in the quality 
of  the new and refurbished buildings. 

The following boards consider the heritage context 
that has informed our proposals and show in 
detail how we envisage bringing forward each 
area of  the site to form a cohesive whole. 

The existing College

Proposed site-wide College plan

Ray and Dagmar  
Dolby Court

Kenmare Garden

Old Court

Ivy Court

Foundress Court

Bowling Green

Stuart 
House 
garden

Library Lawn

Red Buildings 
Lawn

Fellows Garden

New Court

Orchard
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Preserving the past,  
building for the future

The site is part of  the Cambridge Central Conservation 
Area and is densely occupied with buildings dating from 
the 16th to 20th centuries, including some which are 
Grade II listed.  Historically, Mill Lane was a working 
area dominated by river trade and industry. In the early 
nineteenth century, the University began to acquire 
land for expansion of  the Press, and the area is now 
dominated by University buildings housing academic, 
administrative, research and leisure functions. 

The area also includes residential accommodation 
along Little St Mary’s Lane; the Emmanuel 
United Reformed Church building on its south-
east corner; former commercial and office uses 
in the now-empty Miller’s Yard; and two pubs 
facing the river. The site is surrounded by colleges, 
with Queens’ to the north, Pembroke to the east, 
Peterhouse to the south and Darwin to the west.

The majority of  the buildings are currently 
occupied by administrative and academic functions, 
which the University plans to relocate as part 
of  a wider development strategy to improve its 
facilities and optimise its development on its 
estate. This will enable a major redevelopment 
to take place, transforming the area into a high 
quality quarter of  Cambridge city centre.

Our proposals have been informed by detailed 
analysis of  the buildings and area as a whole and 
will build upon the rich and varied architectural 
legacy of  the area, creating new open spaces that 
enhance the setting of  existing buildings and 
introducing new high-quality buildings that will make 
a positive contribution to the Conservation Area.

Existing Trumpington Street west elevation URC Church
1874

URC Entrance 
1991

No. 76
1830-63

No. 75
1897

Kenmare House
1768

No. 74a
Late C18

1 Mill Lane
Early C19

Existing Mill Lane elevation

1 Mill Lane
Early C19

4 Mill Lane
1886

Stuart House
1925

Lecture Block
1931-33

Miller’s Yard
1980

12 -13 Mill Lane The Mill PubExtended
1893

Miller’s Yard
1903

University Centre
1967

Bailey Grundy  
Barrett Building

Mid C19

12-14 Little St Mary’s Lane
C17

1-11 Little St Mary’s Lane
C18

URC Church
1874

Existing Little St. Mary’s Lane elevation

Existing site layout
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buildings
Ray and Dagmar Dolby Court
Ray and Dagmar Dolby Court is at the heart of  our 
plans to expand the College and will provide new 
graduate accommodation arranged around a communal 
garden that continues the Pembroke tradition of  
beautifully landscaped courts. The court comprises 
three new buildings as well as a retained section of  the 
Miller’s Yard and will provide 92 new students rooms, 
alongside kitchen, laundry and storage facilities.

Enclosed on three sides and opening onto Stuart 
House, the size and height of  the new court has been 
designed to complement the adjacent buildings and 
reflect the character of  the surrounding Conservation 
Area. The court will replace existing buildings 
including the Bailey Grundy Barrett Building and the 
buildings to the rear of  Miller’s Yard. The Mill Lane 
Lecture Rooms, which are no longer fit for purpose, 
will also be replaced, with new high-quality lecture 
facilities set to be provided by the University close by. 

The collegiate design of  the court will draw on the 
architectural character of  the wider city and University 
and will sit confidently within the existing urban 
grain of  Mill Lane as well as in distant views from 
Pembroke Street. We have developed a consistent 
material language that responds to the existing 
palette of  both the College and Mill Lane sites, 
but have introduced variety in the scale and form 
of  the buildings in response to their orientation, 
outlook and relationship to the immediate context. 

1 Mill Lane
Early C19

4 Mill Lane
1886

Stuart House
1925

Dolby Court Proposed Miller’s Yard
1980

Extended
1893

Miller’s Yard
1903

12 - 13 Mill Lane The Mill Pub

Pembroke Street/Mill Lane view looking west Mill Lane view looking east

Proposed Mill Lane elevation

Front of  4 Mill Lane Rear of  Kenmare House Stuart House Ivy Court Red buildings, Trumpington Street Old Court, Dining Hall

North-west block - incorporating the front building of  the Miller’s Yard
North-east block
West block
South block
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buildings
Ray and Dagmar Dolby Court
Within each block a range of  bedroom types 
will be available, including en-suite rooms, study 
sets, and rooms designed for wheelchairs. Living 
accommodation will generally be divided into six-
bedroom clusters, each of  which will share a large 
communal kitchen. These communities are typically 
organised horizontally along a central corridor, 
enabling lift access throughout. The south block terrace 
parallel to Little St Mary’s Lane demonstrates a more 
domestic residential scale and is based on a traditional 
college staircase arrangement, with a shared kitchen 
on the ground floor and en-suite bedrooms above.

The court itself  will be an active space, with 
perimeter planting and changes in level to 
encourage people to sit and interact.

Students will be able to access the new court 
from various entrances. Our intention is for 
pedestrians to enter via the Stuart House gates 
on Mill Lane or through Kenmare Garden, with 
cyclists encouraged to use the western carriageway 
entrance of  the Miller’s Yard building. 

The College is committed to providing sufficient 
provision for cycles, with spaces exceeding policy 
requirements. Secure and covered spaces will be 
provided in the University Centre Yard and further 
spaces are proposed to the rear of  Stuart House. 

The proposals also allow for a dedicated pick up/
drop off  servicing area for students at term start/
end accessed off  Little St Mary’s Lane.  The area will 
also provide a small number of  accessible parking 
spaces.  Overall parking levels on the site will reduce 
from present, with a full transport assessment and 
travel plan to be provided as part of  the proposals. 

 Circulation
 Communal
 Bedrooms
 Bathrooms
 Commercial

 Service / Storage
 Administrative office
 Fellows Office
 University
 Ecclesiastical

Pembroke cycle access

Pembroke vehicle access

University cycle access

Pedestrian access

14
Miller’s Yard Rooms

Room Types

En-suite Bedrooms

69
Study Sets

4
Accessible Rooms

5
Total

92

WC

Cycle Storage

UC Yard Cycle Storage
Pembroke University

90 90

Stuart House 
Cycle Storage

50

View to proposed Ray and Dagmar Dolby Court

Ground floor plan First floor plan
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An inspiring social hub
Built in 1925 in a Georgian Revival style, Stuart House 
started its life as an administrative and library space. 
In the future, the building will provide the setting for a 
beautiful new social hub at the centre of  College life. 

The use of  the building by the College as a key 
communal hub within the expanded Pembroke site 
will provide enhanced use of  the handsome interior 
spaces. Common rooms and a reading room will be 
installed on the first floor above a ground floor café.  

Level access will be provided via the re-instated 
Kenmare Garden, and a new lift will enable 
full accessibility to the first floor and basement, 
which will accommodate a kitchen and associated 
staff  and storage areas, as well as a student 
screening room and supervision room. 

First floor

Basement

Stuart House at the centre of  the Mill Lane site

Sketch view to Stuart House Garden

Historic photos of  Stuart House interior

Side section Front section Mill Lane elevation

Stuart House Mill Lane frontage

Ground floor

Q Q

M

M

Servery

Cafe
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reformed church
A new lecture and performance space
Since being built in 1874, the Emmanuel United 
Reformed Church (URC) on Trumpington Street 
has worked to meet the needs of  an increasingly 
diverse and energetic community. Following the 
unification of  Emmanuel and St Columba’s United 
Reformed Churches, the new expanded congregation 
is planning to vacate their current premises and take 
up residence in the larger, renovated building of  St 
Columba’s Church on Downing Place in 2020.  

Following the congregation’s departure and with 
the church’s full support, this wonderful building 
will become part of  Pembroke College as a lecture 
and performance space. The new venue, which will 
include an auditorium, high quality seating, improved 
acoustics and modern lecturing equipment, will 
also be available for use by the general public. 

We see the acquisition as an opportunity to preserve 
the church’s architectural legacy – the church’s façade 
and historic interior will be retained – and ensure the 
building continues to benefit the wider community by 
acting as an important cultural and educational space. 

Historic drawing of  the church building Interior of  the church building

Side sectionFrontal section

Proposed ground floor Proposed first floor
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garden & foyer
As part of  our proposals to incorporate the Emmanuel 
United Reformed Church into the expanded College, a 
new linear foyer will be built to the north of  the existing 
church building. The timber framed building facing on 
to Kenmare Garden will be a simple space enclosed by 
the existing structures of  No.76 Trumpington Street, 
the Church and school hall. The proportions of  the 
building will open up views from the garden towards 
the side elevation of  the Church while maintaining a 
generous ceiling height within the north-facing foyer. 

Kenmare Garden will be an actively used space for 
collegiate and public use in connection with the Foyer 
and Gallery, and will consist of  a stone paved surface 
with soft perimeter planting around a small raised pool. 
Mature trees will overlook the space and complete 
the informal character of  the garden as it mediates 
the link between Ray and Dagmar Dolby Court and 
the interconnected courts and gardens of  the existing 
College on the east side of  Trumpington Street.

Internally, the foyer will act as a busy gathering space 
during high capacity events and performances, as 
well as a daytime study, meeting and display space. 
At the western end, the existing Church Hall will 
be adapted to accommodate supporting facilities 
including a bar, WCs and storage areas as well as 
a first floor foyer space. This allows the retention 
of  the gable end to Little St Mary’s Lane.

Section through Kenmare Garden and foyer looking to rear of  Gatehouse

4 Mill Lane Kenmare House Gatehouse Foyer URC 

Section through proposed Gatehouse looking to foyer

Proposed 
Gatehouse

Foyer Stuart House

Sketch views to foyer and garden

Sketch views of  foyer interior Sketch views of  School House upper foyer
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A new entrance, gallery and crossing
To provide access to the Mill Lane site, we intend 
to build a new entrance on the west side of  
Trumpington Street opposite the original College. 
No. 75 Trumpington Street will be replaced by a 
new gatehouse building that will include a covered 
passageway, a reception area and a new Porters’ Lodge. 
In addition, a new public gallery space will be installed 
on the gatehouse’s first floor. The gallery will play an 
important role in welcoming visitors to the Mill Lane 
site alongside the performance space in the old church 
building, particularly during the summer months. 

To ensure the safety of  students and the wider 
public, a pedestrian crossing linking the new 
development and the existing College will be installed 
on Trumpington Street. Though the crossing will 
be informal and appropriate to its setting, it aims 
to improve safety by the use of  surface treatment 
designed to encourage drivers to reduce their speeds. 

The design of  the gatehouse will reflect the surrounding 
architecture and complement the collegiate style of  the 
wider development with windows and arches making 
up the main façade. The building’s contemporary 
aesthetic is deliberately chosen to articulate this 
particular moment in the College’s history.

Proposed view of  new Gatehouse building on Trumpington Street looking south

Proposed works to Trumpington Street including new granite setts, a new courtesy crossing and enhancements to Hobson’s Conduit Sketch view to new first floor gallery looking towards existing College
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Sensitive re-use of Kenmare House 
and 1-4 Mill Lane
The existing buildings on the north-eastern part of  the 
site will accommodate a range of  collegiate uses that suit 
the varying scale and character of  the existing spaces. 
Our approach has been to return the buildings to their 
historic configuration where possible, restoring rooms 
to their original proportions. The removal of  external 
low-grade extensions to the rear of  the buildings will 
also enable the creation of  the new Kenmare Garden 
and improve the setting of  these historic buildings.

Kenmare House (No. 74 and 74a) and 1 Mill 
Lane will provide new collegiate office spaces, 
with associated meeting, kitchen and WC facilities, 
enabling rationalisation of  the currently fragmented 
arrangement on the existing College site.

Adaptions to 4 Mill Lane will provide large teaching 
and seminar rooms as well as a series of  spaces 
for visiting scholars and corporate partners. 

Ground floor

ENTRANCE FOYER

TEACHING SPACE

TEACHING SPACE

Basement

INTERSPACE ROOM

STORE

PLANT

STORE

First floor

TEACHING SPACE

SEMINAR ROOM

TEACHING SPACE

PARTNERSHIP CENTRE

PARTNERSHIP CENTRE

TEACHING SPACE

AWC

LIFT LIFT
LIFT

Kenmare House
1 Mill Lane
4 Mill Lane

Historic image of  4 Mill Lane 
prior to extension in 1886

Kenmare House, 1950s

Proposed Trumpington Street elevation Proposed Mill Lane elevation

1 Mill Lane 4 Mill Lane Proposed gatehouse 74a Trumpington StreetKenmare House 1 Mill Lane
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Delivering for future generations

We believe our plans to expand the College represent 
a landmark moment in Pembroke’s history. By 
creating new accommodation, improving teaching and 
administrative spaces, and continuing the architectural 
and cultural traditions of  buildings such as the 
Emmanuel United Reformed Church, we hope to 
deliver an inspiring environment that meets the needs 
of  the College, the University and the wider community. 

We would be very grateful to receive your feedback, 
either by completing a hard copy of  our feedback  
form or by going online at  
www.pembroke-consultation.co.uk

Your views are important to us and we will be 
considering all feedback carefully before submitting 
our formal planning application. If  you would like 
to be kept informed of  our progress, please add your 
contact details to the feedback forms provided. 

Thank you for attending today’s consultation. 
You can find further details, including a copy 
of  these display boards on our website.

Please submit your comments by 
Wednesday 17 October 2018.

Proposed OPML South site layout


